
Pricing Sep 6, 2018 onwards

Session fee $540

- Planning and consultation

- 2 hour photo session

- Image post-production

- 12 full size printable photographs, delivered electronically without watermarks.

Print Package $109

- 24 printed 4x6 photographs - your choices

- 2 printed 8x12 photographs - your choices

- 12 greeting cards - your choice of picture

Size First Print Additional Copies

4x6 5.80 3.83

4x4 5.80 3.83

6x8 13.52 8.92

8x8 17.97 11.86

8x10 20.97 13.84

8x12 27.97 18.46

24x36 104.97 69.28

Additional sizes available

Size Each Additional Copies

8x8 133.77 88.29

8x10 150.99 99.65

8x12 170.25 112.37

24x36 587.92

Additional sizes available

Size Each Additional Copies

8x8 105.72 69.78

8x10 118.68 78.33

8x12 133.14 87.87

24x36 494.76

Additional sizes available

5x7 Folded Greeting Cards - 12 cards 49.98

8.5x12 Giant Folded Greeting Cards - Each 29.98

I accept most credit cards, Paypal, or Interac e-Transfer payments. 
A 50% deposit is required at the time of booking. Prices exclusive of GST and PST where applicable. 

Greeting Cards

Prints

Prints are mounted to sheets of acrylic providing the optimal visual effect. Facemount acrylics are floating, in that 

they are positioned away from the wall by a square attachment, well away from the edge of the picture and thus 

invisible from normal viewing angles. The facemount option uses slickrock metallic pearl paper and is covered with 

3 millimetres of Plexiglas and a CBar mount.

Prints are mounted on an aluminum panel and covered with lamination. A glossy or non-glossy option is available. 

Aluminum composite mountings are floating, in that they are positioned away from the wall by a square 

attachment, well away from the edge of the picture and thus invisible from normal viewing angles.

Picture printed on canvas cloth and stretched around a wooden frame, square or rectangular. Available in a variety 

of sizes and configurations. This option is ideally suited for larger prints or prints that require less fine detail, such 

as portraits. Quote upon request. 

My price structure reflects my belief that it is important to ensure clients know right up front how much a 

photography session will cost and what their options and costs are for additional services. Separating the 

photography session from the printed products allows for maximum flexibility and transparency towards clients. If 

you print out this price list and present it to me after prices have increased, I will honour the old prices. Extended 

sessions available upon request. Session discount for seniors or senior pets. 

Beretta Photo  :: +1 (604) 603-4414  :: www.berettaphoto.com

Prints are on high-quality photo stock paper. Options include gloss, non-gloss, borderless or white border.

Aluminum Composite

Facemount - Metallic Pearl

Gallery Wrapped Canvas


